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THE ALMOST TRAGIC
everyone thinks communities are imporT hough
tant, they-unlike individuals and property-

a case history
in the management ef
····.th£ f}atf~nµl parks

have never attained the formal protection of the law.1
So long as there is a public purpose, a town or a
neighborhood can simply be extinguished to make
way for a dam or an industrial park. 2 I do not
propose here to put forward a theory of rights for
communities, or even to attempt a legally acceptable
definition for that ambiguous and elastic word. Instead, this is a brief report about a little-known
corner of public activity that has demonstrated sensitivity to preserving community life. My illustrative
case suggests that it is possible for government to
articulate and pursue policies that give content and
importance to the idea of community. What larger
conclusions might be drawn from this little story I do
not, for the moment, suggest.
In recent years a number of new units in the
national park system have been established in places
where there already are human settlements, rather
than, as was traditionally the case, in those parts of
the public domain that were essentially uninhabited
wilderness. Since parks are created to preserve natural resources and to facilitate public recreation, the
question inevitably arose of how the park service
should deal with existing settlements whose presence advanced neither resource preservation nor
public use.

The legislation governing such places reveals that
Congress has been aware of the problem, but that
neither Congress nor the Park Service had thought
through a strategy for dealing with it. In general, the .
idea was that undeveloped land would be left as it
was, that existing residential uses would temporarilybe left intact when they didn't intrude upon other
purposes for establishing the park, that commercial
activities would be removed, and that incompatible
residential uses would gradually be phased out
through "use-and-occupancy" provisions by which
the government acquires the land but permits private
use to continue for a term of years, or for the life of
the present occupant. 3
The central, if not exclusive, focus of such legislation is the promotion of traditional park purposes,

mitigated only by compassionate concern for the
sudden removal of residents. The Park Service, as the
administrator of these laws, has had a strong inclination to minimize the presence of people living within
park boundaries. In light of its experience, focused
principally on the great Western nature parks, it is
not surprising that it is more comfortable managing
natural resources than people, or that it has viewed
returning land to its natural condition as its primary
task.

If one thinks only of the rights of individuals, the
conventional use-and-occupancy, gradual removal
technique I have just described is not a bad one. As
soon as one begins to consider the aggregate of the
people affected as a "community," however, the traditional practice is clearly revealed as unsatisfyingas the Park Service itself discovered when it was put
into effect, against considerable resistance, in such
places as the Upper Delaware River in Pennsylvania
and the Cuyahoga National Recreation Area in Ohio. 4
To understand why, one need only imagine a
situation in which a functioning village is located in
the midst of a newly authorized park. Some of the
land is acquired by the government, commercial uses
are removed, some owners sell out immediately,
others remain under use-and-occupancy agreements
ranging from a few years to several decades, and
some other owners-perhaps because of their location, influence or very long tenure-are left in place
with the hope that eventually they will voluntarily
sell out. The result is that a viable community is
gradually programmed to die: Stores are gone, some
houses are boarded up and empty while the Park
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Service decides what to do with them, others are
demolished, and,'as time passes, more and more of
the residents must leave as the terms of their occupancy agreements end.
The Park Service, having followed this pattern in
several places, was apparently surprised to discover
just how much opposition and controversy it had
generated. 5 Its view in general, and until quite recently, was that the people in such situations had
little to complain about. From its perspective, fair or
even over-generous compensation was paid when
land was purchased or condemned. Occupancy
agreements allowed ample time for other living arrangements to be worked out. Even where owners
were swiftly removed, nothing more seemed to be at
stake than the long-accepted right of government to
exercise its power of eminent domain. And, since
parks are established around natural features of national importance, it was believed that no indiyidual
should be able to assert a private right to capture the
value of those resources for their personal benefit.
The removal of private users was seen, at worst, as a
fully compensated redistribution from the few to the

citizenry as a whole. And there were some cases in
which the policy seemed to work successfully, as at
Shenandoah National Park, where the removal policy
permitted the land to return to its essentially natural
state. The area is now highly prized and much used
by people from Washington, D.C., and the nearby
Vrrginia area. 6
Certainly nothing in this traditional approach is,
taken on its own terms, wrong. The difficulty was
rather that the Park Service took a highly disaggregated view of the situation. Piece by piece, taking
each family and each item of property as a separate
entity, every right attaching to those interests was
amply vindicated. What was missing, of course, was
the question of whether there was something consisting of all the pieces together-a community.
In 1972, Congress established the Buffalo National
River in Arkansas as a unit of the national park
system. 7 Though there were several viable villages
within the boundaries of the new park, no special
attention was paid to them in the statute creating the
Buffalo National River. The law simply provided that
the park was established to conserve and interpret an
area containing unique scenic and scientific features,
and to preserve an important segment of the River.
The secretary of the interior was authorized to
acquire privately owned land within the park boundaries. Immediate acquisition was permitted for those
places determined to be necessary for administration,
development, access and public use; other noncommercial, residential or agricultural use was to be
acquired on condition that the owners be permitted
to retain use and occupancy for a period of time.
Within the Buffalo National River is a small village
known as the Boxley Valley. It consists of some forty
dwellings with attached small farms, a church, a
school, a community building, and a store-some
hundred plus structures in all. Boxley is not a very
prepossessing place, but it presents a highly attractive and increasingly rare example of a traditional
Ozark Valley farming community. Some of its buildings, houses and barns are considered fine
representatives of vernacular country architecture.
Park Service policy for the Boxley Valley went
through several interesting stages. At first, as you
would suspect from what I have already said, the
policy was to acquire properties and gradually move
the residents out, thus permitting the land to revert
to a more natural condition and making it available
for recreational use by park visitors. The store was
acquired, as were a number of homes and farms.
Some owners took their compensation and moved
out; others took use-and-occupancy agreements for a
term of years. A number of buildings owned in fee
by the government are now boarded up and stand
empty. Somewhat more than half the houses in the
Valley are unoccupied.
In a later modification of policy, the Park Service
permitted some owners to remain permanently, negotiating scenic easements designed to control
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development and assure the continued rural character of the scene. Plans for recreational visitor use
were largely abandoned. The historical value of the
Valley began to receive attention, both as a traditional landscape and as a setting for several
architecturally and historically significant structures.
Finally, in the autumn of 1984, the Park Service began
the process of developing a new plan for Boxley
Valley--in part because of local resistence and also
because the removal policy at places like the
Cuyahoga and Delaware Valleys had become publicly
controversial. It is this new plan, an unexpectedly
forward-looking step in confronting the problem of
community, that I now want to describe.8
It is proposed that the village not be returned to its
natural, presettlement condition. Indeed, the plan
leans in precisely the opposite direction. It proposes

maintain the rural character of the landscape. It will
allow new construction with modem materials, but
seek compatibility in size, scale and character. It will
let nonviable land revert to forest for use by local
residents as woodlots. Grazing and agriculture will
be controlled only to protect water quality in the
river. Reestablishment of the store will be encouraged
in order to sustain a sense of community within the
Valley. Residents will be encouraged to develop bedand-breakfast facilities to meet tourist demand, rather
than awaiting the arrival of commercial motels and
their attendant facilities. The hope is thereby to
preserve both the physical character of Boxley and its
economic viability. Finally, there will be technical
assistance to residents on matters such as structural
preservation; the assistance will take the form of
incentives rather than coercion. 9

that the entire Valley be listed on the National Register of Historic Properties so that the small farms,
with their aesthetically pleasing fence lines, will be
preserved and worked. Historically valuable houses
and barns would be occupied, maintained and,
where necessary, restored.
The plan proposes "to protect the natural and
historic character of the valley while allowing and
encouraging a relatively natural evolution of the rural
landscape." The hope is to return structures to private ownership and use, with stipulations designed
solely to protect natural and cultural resources, and
to turn the land back to the people who live there,
while maintaining federal control of the river corridor
itself. The scheme will encourage exterior preservation and restoration, preferring rehabilitation over
new construction. The plan aspires to maintain density essentially as of the park's creation in order to

While the inclination under the current plan is to
save rather than to destroy, a preservation strategy
raises some problems of its own. If the Valley is to be
maintained for its historic and aesthetic values,
rigorous controls may seem to be needed. The kind
of problem that arises seems trivial, but is revealing
of the complexity of any program focused on community as a value. Should an owner be allowed to
tear down a traditional barn and replace it with a
cheaper and more useful aluminum structure? What
if residents want to install the sort of obtrusive
"saucers" necessary to bring television to remote
areas? What if they want to bring in mobile homes or
add to their houses in untraditional styles? May they
take down fences and enlarge fields, cutting away at
one of the most striking visual features of the Valley?
The Park Service realizes that in the Boxley Valley it
faces unusual problems for which there are no con-
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ventional answers. But it recognizes that in facing the
sum of all these details, it is plumbing the largely
uncharted depths of an important new area.
Insofar as one can elicit a policy from the Boxley
Valley Plan as developed to date, the strategy looks
something like this:
1. One should be reluctant to require of people that
they arrange their lives to serve the demands of a
larger external community, including the national
community. Just as we hesitate to conscript people
into public service in other settings, we should
balk at demanding of people that they tum their
village, or neighborhood, into a museum for our
benefit, or that they abandon it to serve a larger
public.
2. Diversity is a good thing in human settlements as
well as in nature. Eclecticism is not a bad thing.
There is a strong inclination in the parks, as
elsewhere, to be intolerant of facilities and practices that do not conform to some preconceived
plan or are not tidily consistent with it. 10 We
should be reluctant to treat communities as if they
were human bonsai trees. There is nothing incongruous in having a few human settlements
remain within a national park facility such as the
Buffalo National River, even though such parks
are primarily devoted to maintaining natural
systems. 11
3. Diversity, which is to be encouraged, is not necessarily achieved simply by deferring to the
smallest, or most local, unit. Diversity is interesting precisely because it reveals differences,
variety, and the range of the human spirit. A
policy calculated to promote and maintain community values should search out distinctiveness,
not simply bow to local demands for hegemony.
Such questions as whether there is a local lifestyle, an indigenous architecture, unusual local
traditions or a special community flavor should be

at the center of the community policy of national
government. Is there a population that has generated some distinctive ties to the land, through
continuity or by some special relationships that
bind them to each other and to the place? Are
local interests internally rather than externally
generated? Is there authenticity in both the
human and physical structure of the sort that
Rene Dubois once called "the genius of a place"?
4. Where such distinctiveness exists, there should be
a national policy to encourage, but not to coerce,
its continuance. Only where there is a collision
with national values of primary importance should
the policy depart from that stand. Devices such as
grants, tax credits, and professional assistance in
restoring indigenous structures and maintaining
the atmosphere of rural family farms are important elements of such an incentive policy. Where
there are constituencies who want to retain the
distinctiveness of their community, they deserve
help, on the theory that the nation as a whole
benefits by maintaining elements of its history
and culture, no less in living communities like
Boxley Valley than in museums and in the wilderness. In this way, it is possible to promote
significant local autonomy and individuality consistent with the recognition that important
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national values must, in the last analysis, prevail.
Indeed, encouraging diversity and authenticity for
those who are prepared to maintain it is itself an
important national value. Such a strategy makes it
possible to accept what might be called the triumph of the national community without either
effacing respect for localism or, conversely, treating localism as independently self-justifying
without regard to its content or its relationship to
the values of the larger community.
The Boxley Valley story is modest and small in
scale, but it is an encouraging sign that the question
of community is beginning to get some attention in
public land management. It deserves our attention as
an experiment from which bigger things may grow.181
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Joseph L. Sax, the Philip A. Hart Distinguished University Professor, is an eminent authority in the field of
environmental law. This article is adapted from an essay
published in the University of Pittsburgh Law Review
(Vol. 45, No. 3), which reflected remarks delivered by
Professor Sax at the University of Pittsburgh Law School
as part of the Mellon Lecture Series.

